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April 8, 1971

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

ol. XI Number 54

Naha Re-elected Editor-In-Chief

Student Union
Plan F orinulated
By Patti Ann Lee
The Student Union Building
Believe it or not, within two will be desperately needed as the
years there will be 11,000 full campus population continues to
time students enrolled in Newark grow. As it is now, 4200 students
State C_ollege. Based on the crowd past each other in the
anticipated growth of the school, ill-equipped snack bar and 8 foot
plans

are

being

made

for

expansion of classroom space
which will be paid for with New
Jersey state funds. However, the

expansion of the college facilities
does not include more space in
the college center.
The College Union Board, a
sub-committee of the College
Center Board , and chaired by Don
Merce, encouraged the acceptance
of a master plan for a new
Student Union Building. The
building complex will cost
approximately $5,000,000 and
must be supported with the
students' money, because of the
fact that the state legislature has it
will not support Student Unions
or dormitories.
Merce's proposal for financing
the new building is a program by
which each student will pay one
dollar per credit he carries, not to
exceed $32.00 per year. This
would be a fee separate from the
Student Activities fee which now
is $70.00 per year. "There is a
possibility this fee co uld
decrease," Don cornrnented. "If
the students decide that $32.00
per year is too much , they could
decide on a smaller amount."
There would be a cost
approximately $500,000 a year
for a variety of expenses including
maintenance , bonding attorneys,
heat and lighting, plus additional
fund for repair of furniture and
equipment. The proposed
program could raise this money
from four main sources: the
student fee , which would account
for $304,000, an alumni drive and
other special programs ,
accounting for $5000, an
anticipated amount of $50,000
from the college co-op, and
$140,000 from the reserve fund
of Student Org.

corridors. There is a minimum of

office space and there are no free
lounges or lobbies.
The proposed Student Center,
will include a multi-purpose room
to sit 2000 people, eliminating
our current problem of concerts
in the TPA, lots of lounge space,
lobbies, a coffee house, a
rathskeller, which will increase the
area available for food services to
the students, art galleries, and
duplicating rooms.
Merce presented this plan at
the last Student Organization
meeting; however, no support was
rendered. Comments were made
that the construction of this
building on a 70,000 square foot
piece of land will destroy part of
the environment by cutting down
of trees. Also , it was commented,
President Nixon is supposed to
freeze available funds, therefore
we should not begin such a costly
project.
However, Don comments that
construction costs are $60.00 per
square foot. "The longer people
wait to begin building, the more it
will cost, because rates are
steadily increasing."
The 70,000 square foot land
area the committee had in mind
extends from the powerhouse,
over the road, and to the current
Student Center. "This would
in v o Ive rearranging the road
situation through the campus," he
admitted, "but there will be an
extreme necessity for these plans
in the near future."
This sub-committee is made up ·
of Merce , who is chairman of the
College Center Board ; three
College Center Board members,
Ron Kish, Bobbie Veals , and
Kevin Habian; the President ·of the
Evening Student Council, Armand
(Continued on Page 2)

By Ina White
"I care what happens to this
paper." With this statement
Edward M. Naha was re-elected
Editor-In Chief of the
INDEPENDENT in Editorial
Board Elections held Thursday,
April 1. Mr. Naha is a junior
English major and a resident of
Linden. Prior to his becoming
Editor-In-Chief, Mr. Naha was a
member of the feature
department for two years.
Mr. Naha cited a change in
format and larger weekly issues
among the accomplishments of his
administration this year.
Joan Minecci, a junior majoring
in early childhool education,
succeeds Kathy Renaud to the
position of Managing Editor.
Presently a Copy Editor, Miss
Minecci has worked on the paper
for two years. She is a sister of
Omega Sigma Psi and was recently
chosen Miss IFSC .
Succeeding Maryann Ruddy as
Business Manager is Richard
Hempel, a junior elementary
_education major. Mr. Hempel is
on a leave of absence this semester
from his position as

Primary

Results

INDEPENDENT Copy Editor
while participating in Newark
State's foreign studies program in
Copenhagen . He is a member of
Sigma Beth Tau fraternity.
Sophomore Betty Wetzler and
junior Carol Doyle have been
elected to serve as Co-News
Editors replacing Ina White and
Dianne Arminio . Miss Wetzler , a
social welfare major, has served on
the paper (or two years, this year
as Assistant News Editor. She is a
member of Lambda Chi Rho
sorority . Miss Doyle, an English
major , is also experienced in news
writing, having served as a
reporter for over two years. This
year she held the position of
Secretary .
Dianne Arminio, current
Co-News Editor, will transfer to
the position of Assistant News
Editor. Miss Arminio is a junior
majoring in special education and
is a member of the Council for
Exceptional Children. She is also a
member of Kappa Delta Pi Honor
Society. She has worked on the
INDEPENDENT staff for three
years.
Sophomore Sue St. Pierre will
be Feature Editor next year,
replacing Ro Robertson . Miss St.
Pierre currently serves as a Copy
Editor. An English major, she is a
member of Kappa Epsilon.
Janet Dalziel, a sophomore,

and freshman Patti Ann Lee will
become Assistant Feature Editors,
replacing ·Marylynn Franks. Miss
Dalziel, currently Copy Editor, is
an English major. Miss Lee , a
history major, has been a news
reporter this year.
Both Lorraine Hayes and Louis
. Mattson will serve their first terms
on the Editorial Board next year
as Copy Editors. Miss Matson is a
junior English major and Miss
Hayes, a sophomore staff
member, is majoring in special
education .
Sports Editor Tom O'Donnell
is succeeded by sophomore Mike
Cleary, who has written· for the
sports department this year. He is
a history major and a brother of
Sigma Betha Tau.
Edward Mulkeen, who has
done many photography
assignments for the paper this
year, will take over David Walsh 's
position as Photography Editor.
Mr. Mulkeen , a political science
major, was recently elected
President of next year's
Sophomore class.
Carolyn Hughes, who worked
on both the news and advertising
staff this year, will assume the
duties of Advertising Manager,
taking over from Lorraine Hill and
Mary Ann Leidell. A freshman,
Miss Hughes is majoring in
history.

Szamek Versus
The Administration

Primary elections for Student
Council representatives were
conducted last Thursday, April I .
Today the final elections are
being held in the Student Center.
The representatives are to be
selected from the following list of
by Dianne Arminio and
candidates:
Rosemarie Robertson
Under ea ch class, twelve
A controversy between an
candidates are to be elected.
ex-member of the faculty, Dr.
Senior Class Council Final
Pierre Szamek, and the
Position on Ballot
administration has been brought
April 8
to the attention of the
1. Roxanne Repko
INDEPENDENT. Since allegations
2. Mark Durma
of unprofessional conduct and
3. Richard Valentino
bias have been made against the
4. Ken Wilson
administration of Newark State,
5. Yvette Testa
the staff of the INDEPENDENT
6. Jerry Barron
will atempt to present the
7. Joseph Zagorski
interests of both parties so that
8. Herbert Yardley
the student body can be apprised
9. Jim Mason
of the situation.
10. Richard Rogers
Dr. Samek came . to NSC in
11. Joe Dobish
the fall of 1968 after receiving an
12. Kathy Platt
invitation to teach a graduate
I 3. Beth Elberger
course in anthropology by the
14. Gary DeCarolis
former Dean of the Graduate
15. Tony Levi
Division - Loruso. At the time of
16. Danny Pocus
the request, Dr. Szamek was
17. Kenneth Graf
involved in a research project but
18. Jim Harrison
accepted the course for a "change
19. Steve Wance •
of pace."
20. Richard Esposito
·Prior to his coming to NSC,
21. Jim Cataline
Szamek had received his MA and
22. Tom O'Donnell
BA from Columbus University
23. Mark Russell
and Ph.D, summa cum laude,
24. Joseph Gambanco
from Princeton University. In
Junior Class Council Final
addition to these two degrees, Dr.
Positions on Ballot
Szamek has had numerous books
April 8
, published, been a member of the
1. Peggy Cole
panel of C.B.S. - TV "Invitation
2. Dennis Barbier
to Learning" for fifteen years and
3. Ralph Barone
moderator of the C.B.S. - . TV
(Continued on Page 2)
program "D _is tin guished

Dialogues". He holds many titles,
some of which are; Knight of
Malta, Knight of the Order of the
Star (Italy), and Fellow of the
Royal Anthropological Institute
of Great Britain. He has also
received a science commendation
from the government of India.
Szamek Presents the Issues
After teaching one semester
here, Dr. Szamek relates that
students requested an added
course. A new course was added
to the curriculum and Dr. Szamek
taught the two courses for the
course. A new course was added
to the curriculum and Dr. Szamek
taught the two courses for courses
of anthropology . Dr. Szamek then
prepared an outline of seven new
courses and submitted it to the
administration. Dr. Szamek stated
that now the suggestion of the
students to vary the courses was
disregarded and there was no
reply to the submitted-outline.
Further, Dr. Szamek told the
INDEPENDENT that in the
summer of 1960, 50 or 60 black
students asked him to teach and
develop a course on racial
· anthropology. Dr. Szamek said he
agreed and prepared an outline of
the course. Again Dr. Szamek
alledges that the Administration
disregarded his initiative and the
desires of the students.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Weiss Comments On
Open University
by Betty Wetzler
Courses without classes? Credit
without classes? Impossible, you
say. Not really. Newark State
President
Nathan
Weiss
is
optimistic about such a future
reality for N.S.C. in the form of
what is called the University
Without Walls program.
The Open University seeks to
meet the needs of a broad range
of students. It provides highly
individualized
and
t1exible
approaches to learning , making
use of a much wider array of
resources
for
teaching
and
learning than is now recognized,
and
relying
heavily
on
self-directed independent study.
Responding to the possibility,
President Weiss said: "Students
will be able to martriculate and
receive degrees without attending
classes. Work may be carried on
through use of programmed
instruction,
television,
or
correspondence programs. The
idea behind this is that there are
many ways to learn - and
learning does not have to be
confined to the classroom." .
President Weiss explained that
such a program would be
expecially beneficial to older
persons - housewives, workers,
. businessmen, - who want to get a
degree, but can't easily get to the
classrooms. He also pointed out
that Newark State, whose evening
student enrollment is the largest
of all state colleges and third to
Rutgers and Fairleigh Dickinson
state-wide, would welcome the
advent of such a proposal for it
would further "open us up to the
community."
The program has successfully
been carried out in England and
several American higher education
schools are adopting it; a among
them: Howard University, Staten
Island
Community
College,
Illinois State College and New
York University.
Presently, the program is being

Student
Union
{Continued from Page I)

Veltre; the director of Student
Activities, Eugene Fixler; the
assistant director of Student
Activities; Mrs. Marian Kortjohn;
and the director of College
Planning , C.H. Hill.
Though the committee was
once unsuccessful, they hope to
continue and succeed in their
efforts with the incoming Student
Org. members.
"This building could be the
most beautiful on our campus and
we must keep an open mind ,"
Don continued, "by our planning
now for this project, we will have
the money necessary to build,
when the time comes. We would
be way ahead of any other college
by having the finances ready to be
used."
NEEDED:
DANCERS FOR MAY 6th
SPRING, CONCERT
REHEARSALS APRIL 19th

6:30-8:30
GYM DANCE STUDIO

"Your.Own Thing"
By Barbara McSweeney

"Do Your. Own Thing" was a
rollicking comedy based on
considered for New Jersey. The Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night". In
State Board of Higher Education Hester and Apolina's production
is sympathetic to the proposal Vilioa and Sebastion are rock
which is still in the planning singers. The part of the clown is
stages. Dr. Weiss feels that the taken over by the three members
problem now is only of Jegistics of Apocalypse, whose love of jest
procedures on how to work the and foolery comes through in
program out and fund it.
their dialogue and songs. Orson is
The · University Without Walls portrayed as the simple minded
program
necessitates
certain agent for Apocalypse, nurses a
standards before awarding the hopeless love for Olivia. Olivia is
degree - he must meet the criteria the sexy blond owner of the ·
developed
by
each
UWW discotheque where Apocalypse
institution. This may be a research plays. She rejects Orson as a
study, a work of art, a community square and devotes her time to
service, a publishable article or pursuing youths.
book or some other noteworthy
Action in "Do you Own
and valuable contribution. Length Thing" closely parallels that of
of time required for award of the · "Twelfth Night". As in
degree will vary depending on the Shakespeare's version , Vilioa and
experiences a person brings to the her brother Seba stian are
UWW program and the time he shipwrecked , each believing the
needs to complete the criteria. other dead . Vilioa, finds herself in
Continuing dialogue between strange lllyria , and desperate for
students and faculty in this money she decides to audition for
program will be maintained a rock group masquerading as a
through: student-advisor me~ting boy . Orson hires Vilioa, and
at the beginning and throughout Vilioa gets involved in helping
the
student's
program, Orson with his lovesuit for Olivia.
on-and-off-campus seminars, and Meanwhile, Sebastian also has
field trips.
arrived in lllyria, and appears
Dr. Weiss advocated
the before Orson for an audition.
eventual reality of the University Orson mistakes Sebastian for
Without Walls for Newark State. Vilioa, as does everyone else from
He feels it should be intergrated that point on, and sends him on
(Continued on Page l l)
another errand to Olivia . The
audience finds itself laughing in
zany scenes following. Olivia falls
in love with Sebastian ten years
her junior, and Vilioa falls in love
with Orson. Orson, too finds
himself in Jove with Vilioa. But
unlike Shakespeare's play, he
(Continued from Page 1)
realized his Jove before he is aware
4. Michael Schiavo
5. Gary Pieretti
6. Ted Rosamilia
7. Michael Petrole
8. Bill Bruno
9. Stan Vitale
(Continued from Page I)
10. Michael Cleary
This incident was protested by
11 . Gary Suchak
the NAACP in March of this year.
12. Merrie Gordon
A telegram was sent to Governor
13. Gary Barat
William T. Cahill of New Jersey
14. Richard Hauser '
which said, "we protest the
15. David Hurley
rejection of the generous offer by
16. Elliot Bernstein
Dr. Pierre Szamek , an
17. Barry Migliore
internationally recognized
18. Mark Billon
authority of anthropology,
19. Larry Ciborowski
generous offer by Dr. Pierre
20 . Edward Lupkin
Szamek , an internationally
21. Dennis Kostulakos
recognized authority on
22. Dennis Ciccone
anthropology, you investigate the
23. Patty Varga
thoroughly." The telegram is
24. Marty Bruno
signed by Sally Carroll, President

Primary

Results

- Wild

of. Vilioa's true sex. This lends
itself to a hilarious scene where
Orson struggles with himself over
his "latent tendencies". He
resolves to "do his own thing"
and runs to confess to Vilioa. his

feelings. The audience is in
hysterics as it dawns on Vilioa
that Orson doesn't realize · her
masquerade and ·she is aghast that
he sho_uld love her as a boy.
(Continued on Page 11)

Calley
To be born in the first spring
and bloom; to roustabout in the
summer of its life; to tire in the
autumn of its day; to sleep and
rest in the darkness of its winter ;
and to be resurrected when sleep
is done and spring has come.
Nature's law is a check on
numbers; a test for the fittest not
to fail; a sad, but true way of life.
Mankind's law. What is it?
To begin: it is nine dark ages in
a fluid world. The light of spring
comes forth to_help him grow; to
live - to see, to hear, to touch, to
smell, to taste, to love - the warm
summer of his life; to tire in the
autumn of his life ; to sleep and
rest in the darkness of his winter;
and to be resurrected when sleep
is done cause spring has come.
Mankind's law is a check on
numbers: through disease
poverty - and war; a test for the
strong to help the weak within its
ranks; nations fighting nations;
and for what?
Mankind's Jaw justifies
bloodshed, this must be done. To
go against the Jaw is un-Natural
and in-Human. Lives must be
sacrificed
men must die ,
children must cry, women must
pray - to insure survival; not the
preservation or continuance of

order. Mankind and Nature · are ·
Equals: in reason, in control, in
sense. Both share "The Good
Earth."
An so it is today. Our time is
spent seeking answers to questions
absurd and innumberable. Those
answers come flowing down like
the falls of Niagara. We accept
them all - but the one called
"truth".
An what is truth? Truth is
anything that is not. We see it_,,_
everyday and we pretend
blindness. Truth won't go away. It
stands before us raw naked and
shames us in our behavior. We Jive
our hypocritical lives in a fantasy
world - until truth invades and
shatters our dreams.
It is time to wake up and look
about to see what we've missed.
Somebody is building us a world
we don't care to have ; somebody
is telling us lies and making us do
things we shouldn't do .
Truth will not survive unless
we breathe into it a part of our
goodness and spirit. Yes, the time
has come to sound off. Roussean
was wrong when he said "man is
born free; yet, everywhere he i~
chains." Man is not born free; but
nowhere should he be in chains.

Szamek Versus The Administration

Sophomore Class Council Final

Positions on Ballot
April 8
1. Jim Martin
2. Howard Rubinstein
3. Janet Katz
4. Patricia Egri
5. Janice Early
6. Marc Sonenthal
7. Jack Sorce
8. Richard Miller
9. Noreen Daly
10. Louis Weinstein
11. Eileen Brophy
12. Joan Sakin
13. Andy Bartok
14. Le Roy Muldrow
15. Michelle Cors
16. Robert Garguillo
17. Chip Hancock
18. Beth Griffiths
19. Bohdan Orichowsky
20. Daniel Martin
21. Jan Rowley
22. Joe Butler
23 . Steve Linder

of you investigate this
thoroughly." The telegram is
signed by Sally Carroll, President
of
In late Spring, 1971, Szamek
received a high declaration Knight officer of the Gold Cross
of the Royal Order of the Phoenix
- from the Greek Government for
his research work on the ice age in
Greece. Immediately following
the reception of his award, and
without notification as Szamek
purports , his courses were
cancelled. "Under great student
pressure," · Szamek continued,
"one course was reinstated" for
Fall semester 1971. This course
has now been discontinued .
As of yet", Dr. Szamek has
received no official notification of
the cancellation of his course, nor
an explanation of its cancellation.
Dr. Samek believes that the
college may not owe him
anything, but it certainly has an

obligation to serve the students'
wants.
Dr . Szamek refuted the
administration's reasoning of
"semester-by semester contracts"
when he said, "if this is so, it is a
bad policy. A permanent faculty
is needed not a 'fly-by-night'
faculty. The faculty should get to
know the students."
" It appears," Sally Carrol
wrote , "that Dungan, Weiss and
Nichols are working together to
reject a man of internal
distinction." Letters were sent by
numerous former students, Joseph
Volker of the Human Rights
Commission nd by Szamek
himself to Chancellor of Higher
Education, Ralph Dungan; Gov.
Cahill and to President Weiss.
When answered, and Szamek says
months passed before receiving
replies, the replies echoed one
an other in saying everything
which was done was done by
normal administrative policy.

Nichols said, "when our regular
staff is not sufficient to cover the
necessities."

The adjunct professors,
including Professor Szamek,
Nichols remarked, are "supposed
to be cognizant of the semester by
semester contracts. The college is
under no obligation to have an
adjunct professor continue on."
Nichols' reply to the Szamek
charges included, "Professor
Szamek was dropped prior to my
taking office. Also , the course he
conducted is not required in any
program; and if the course were
again to be offered, nothing is
stated that it must be he who
gives it."
Nichols contests Szamek's
statement,
students
requested the course's
continuation" by saying, "only 15
or 16 students signed up for his
Fall 1971 course."
Concluding his remarks, Dean
Nichols said, "Szamek did not
Richard Nichols
come in to "See me, ... no one has
States Admin. Side
Rober~ Nichols, Dean of NSC contacted -me . . there is no
Graduate Division, presented the . course in Bfack Anthropology .
Administration's views concerning New courses should be developed
this issue. Dr. Nichols recently through the college's Curriculum
explained, "Professor Szamek was Committee."
Combining the opinions and
hired as an adjunct professor. As
such, contracts are granted questions of Azamek's students, it
semester by semester." Adjunct can be asked, "If a scholar of such
professors in . the Graduate high stature and international
Division are requested to teach a reputation is willing to come to
course when another section is NSC and offer his distinguished
needed to serve a big emollment. services to students, why is he so
"They are added to the staff," abruptly dismissed?"
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Taylor
Appealing

Chi Cops ·H onors At Sing
figma Theta Chi fraternity
eived top honors at Monday
t's tenth annual Greek Sing.
brother, Marty Israel, led the
p to their second consecutive
ory and third victory in four
s. Attired in black slacks and
~ shirts topped with black
ts, the Chi brothers sang a
hile" Medley and "Today."
eral members of Chi provided
~cial .attraction with their solo
~ormances.
Chi also cupped the "Spirit
ard". The placque last year
won by Lambda Chi Rho
Drity.
rhe \nter-Fraternity Sorority.
~ncil sponsored Greek Sing,
.'d by IFSC President Ed
ey was conducted at Bartin
School in Elizabeth. The
-campus location was
ssitated by the power failure
.C. suffered during the
eding weekend.
he performances of the
•eks were evaluated by three
es: Rev. Joseph J. Jaremczuk,
or of St. James Church in
ark and a member of the
cesan Music Commission; by
Ison Maurer, vocal music
eher at North Plainfield High
by David Umback, Drama and
ic teacher in Roselle Park.
!.irst runner-up spot went to
brothers of Sigma Beta Tau.
ed in their blue fraternity
tiers, the Tau brothers sang
own version of "Who Will
?" from Oliver! Led by Pat
on, Tau rearranged the song
nclude, "who will buy this
tiful campus." Their second
~ performed was, "If We Only
e Love."
·
'orority Beta Delta Chi chose
original tune, "Peace from
11" and "Londonderry Aire
nny Boy)". The sisters' vocal
ity led them to the 3rd place
tion. The sisters wore gray
orian dresses with black trim
ie neck and short sleeves.
The Brotherhood Medley"
"If We Only Have Love" were
selected pieces of Lamda Chi
. The sisters, dressed in beige
ire gowns, with brown ballero
s placed fourth in the
1petition.
light other groups turned in
1

[

diversifies performances to round
out the evening of song that
included old favorites and brand
new material.
Performing in the spirit and
hope that Greek Sing would again
be a fun experience for all
"brothers and sisters". Nu Delta
Pi provided a bit of comic relief.
The brothers marched on stage in
seemingly endless procession to
the piano accompaniment of
"Sunrise, Sunset" from Fiddler on
the Roof. After singing the fust
measure of the song, the brother,
dressed in their green and white

2-Day
Workshop
The Center for Continuing
Education at Newark State
College announces a two-day
Workshop on Public Employment
Collective Negotiations to be held
on Friday and Saturday, April 23
and 24, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. in Downs Hall, meeting room

A.
The
Workshop
will
be
conducted by Mr. Robert R.
Bickal, member of the Mediation
and Fact Finding Panel of New
York State Public Employment
Relations Board and special
assistant
to
New
Jersey's
Chancellor of Higher Education .
It is designed for representatives
of
public
employers
and
employees'
organizations
in
municipal, county and state
government negotiations and will
deal with the practical problems
faced by persons involved with
some aspect of public sector
bargaining. It will acquaint
participants with the provisions
and impact of Chapter 303 of the
Public Laws of 1968. These laws
guarantee to public employees the
right
to
organize,
obtain
recognition and negotiate written
agreements with their public
employers covering terms and
conditions of their employment.
Registration information may
be obtained by calling 289-4500,
ext. 320, or write to the Center
for
Continuing
Education,
Division of Field Services, Newark
Stat~ College.

snack bar attire, declared they
would not continue but would
sing another song. The Pi brothers
concluded their act with a
rendition of "He's Not Heavy ,
He's My Brother".
Sigma Kappa Phi Sorority also
suggested that Greek Sing be a
time of enjoyment and fun. With
this philosophy in mind, the
sisters, wearing alternating red and
white tops and pants, changed
their scheduled selections and
instead sang an origonal song. The
sisters entertained the audience
with a parody "Newark State" to
(Continued on Page 11)

Burger

Exhibited
W. Carl Burger, associate
professor of Fine Arts, will
exhibit his etching, "Weeds," at
the Madison (N.J.) Public Library
Art Exhibit. Also on display will
be works of other artists, all
members of the Associated Artists
of New Jersey, a unique group of
professional artists, who join by
invitation only. The event is
sponsored by the New J ersey
State Council on the Arts.
T.he exhibit will be open to the
public on Sunday, April 4 from
3:00 to 5:00 p.m. and during
regular library hours from April 5
through April 30.
Mr. Burger has been invited to
submit two of his watercolors,
"Trajectory Series No. l and 2,"
as part of a traveling art show,
sponsored by the Old Bergen Art
Guild. They will be shown along
with works by other selected
artists, as part of the second
annual tour. The exhibits will be
seen in museums, libraries and art
galleries in eight states.
Mr. Burger recently held a
one-man show at the Peter Jones
Gallery
in
Flemington and
anotlter in Centenary College,
Hackettstown.
A resident of Califon, he
studied at New York and
Columbia Universities. He is also a
member of the New Jersey Water
Color Society and the Audubon
Artists.
I

,f

:. .

't ' I

The Dance Committee of CCB music from the Gay Nineties the
chaired by Linda Aligood and dance began with "harmless"
advised
by
Mrs.
Resnick, play.
The
choreography
presented the Paul Taylor Dance graphic;ally
depicted
the ·
Company, Thursday, April I, in mechanized, money operated
the TPA. The entire program was dummy (Big Bertha), as she
choreographed by Paul Taylor destroyed Mrs. B. and Miss B. to.
who also performed in each have Mr. 8 . be her motorized
segment. His ballet background mate. At fust the movements
can
be evidenced in
the sway but as the comination by Big
compositions. The ease and grace Bertha grew stronger, the family
of the performers was highlighted displayed
more
percussive
by Mr. Taylor and Miss De Jong's responses.
large height which enhanced the
"Public Domain", a musical
beauty. Mr. Taylor is expert in the and dance collage exemplified
Contemporary Dance field. His contrasts: loud vs soft; flowing ,
satire and wit reflect the changing jerky movements; tumultuous,
society as described in the chaos to the serence, at times
expressive movements.
lonely
then
exploding
to
The varied program appealed claustro phobic; light, dark. It was
folkish
and
yet
to number of tastes. "Lento" the classical,
first piece, flowed sensuously , up-to-date.
The
excellence
of
the
uplifting
the audience. The
dancers through exploration of compositions fascinated me. Paul
their movements could evoke Taylor is a bulky man but his
emotion from the viewer. The tremendous grace and control of
accompanying music by Joseph this art makes one marvel.
Haydn (Op. 5 I) accentuated its
classicism.
"Big Bertha" featured Bettie
De Jong as Big Bertha; Paul
Taylor, Mr. B.; Carolyn Adams,
Miss B.; and Eileen Cropley, Mrs.
8. In a fair grounds setting with
Newark State College will be
host in two outside groups in the
first week following Easter
vacations: NJ Federation of Music
Clubs
will
present
their
scholarship audition winners at 3
Professor James Cullen of the p.m. on Sunday, April 18 , and the
Connecticut
State
Newark State music faculty has Southern
College
Chamber
Orchestra
will
again been invited by Eric
Salzman, composer, author and play during the College free hour,
critic, to direct members of the at 1 :45 p.m., on Thursday, April
Newark State College Concert 22, both in the Theater of
Chorus in one of his productions. Performing Arts Auditorium. The
They will join the Nonesuch NJ Federation of Music Clubs
scholarship audition winners will
Consort, under the direction of
be accompanied by the State
Joshua Rifkin, in a production of
Symphony
Orchestra
from
"The Nude Paper Sermon" at the
Montclair, conducted by Ward
Hunter College Assembly Hall,
Moore.
Friday evening , April 9, at 8:00
The Music Department will
p.m. Mr. Salzman is director of
conclude the series of senior
WBAI - FM . The program which
recitals with the four dates : April
will feature performers from the
23,
26, 28, 30, all in the Little
· concert field is for the benefit of
Theater
at 8 p.m. The performers
the radio station WBAI in New
and
their
instruments are listed
York City.
below:
April 23, 8 p.m., LTh Senior
recital : J. Anicito/piano, H.
Hedden/ soprano.
Good looks and personality
April 26, 8 p.m., Lth Senior
count! lt sounds easy; and it is. recital : K. Liguori/soprano, A
To qualify a young lady must be Wichinsky/baritone.
between the ages of 18 and 28 on
April 28, 8 p.m., LTh Senior
May 22, a resident of New Jersey, recital : W. Smith/clarinet, A.
and never married. Girls attending Meeker/trombone.
sc ho o I in New Jersey are
April 30, 8 p.m., LTh Senior
considered as residents.
recital:
A.
Lilli/piano,
R.
Mikula/ percussion.
A 11 readers are urged to
Framing those last four senior
nominate likely candidates. You recitals will be two student
know who they are! Please recitals on Fridays April 23 and
encourage the girls to enter the 30, at 10:45 a.m., in TPA 28. The
pageant, it will be a rewarding first of these dates will be a
experience. Girls selected as general student recital with a
finalists will be invited to compete variety of performers; the second
in the Miss New Jersey pageant will be played by piano -freshman
preliminaries to be held April 24 Sharon Lazaro, who will present a
in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
program of compositions by J.S.
Bach, W.A. Mozart, Brahms,
Official pageant entries blanks Gershwin, and Chopin.
can be obtained by phoning Mr.
All events, with the exception
Sterling at 232-3011 or write to of NJ Federation of Music Clubs
Entries Chairman, c/o Sterling scholarship
audition
winners
Studio, 320 Summit Rd., concert are free· and everyone is
Mountainside, New Jersey 07092. cordially invited to attend.

April's
Music

Chorus In

Bai Benefit

Miss U.S.A.

~··~.'! ' '
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Good Taste
This week's INDEPENDENT "good
taste" award goes to Dr. Kenneth R.
Benson, who delivered a speech last
Monday night to both parents and

-

students at a Parent's Night get together,
that

was not exactly condusive to

promoting campus unity. Dr. Benson,
the President of the Association of NJ.
State Faculty amused the crowd with a
jovial: "As I look around , it's refreshing
to notice that I don't have to look any
lower than the cranium in an attempt to
tell the men from the women."
In what was later referred to, by
Dr. Benson, as a "private joke", the
audience was then treated to a few more
barbs(?)

concerning

N.S.C.

"long-haired" students. Dr. Benson also
included a few remarks concerning the
" unwritten rule of the Phys. Ed. dept."
concerning hair " over the ears."
Assuming that a large portion of
the speech was, as Dr. Benson states,
based on a "private joke", we think that
it would have been a bit wiser to have
kept it private. The INDEPENDENT has
recejved quite a few complaints from
members of the audience who were
appare ntly

not

in

on

the

joke ,

concerning Dr. Benson's "prejudiced"
attitude.
Speeches, like the aforementioned,
do

nothing

but

stir

up

animosity

between students and other students, or
students and fa culty. Not exactly what
we'll call behavior befitting one of our
college's faculty. To receive respect , one
must firs t show it.
Oh well , always leave 'em laughing.

Sound And Fury
School
Sha1n
To the '.Editor:
I was quite disturbed to see
Cleveland_Experimental School in
Newark described in glowing
terms by a S.C.A.T .E. writer. It's
not all that it seems!
Cleveland is "experimental"
only in the sense that the teachers
are TOLD what experiment to
use. Both children and teachers
are experimented upon. It is
untrue that a teacher is free to
choose which materials and
methods she wishes to work with.
Cleveland is "successful" in
that it perpetuates most of what I
consider to be bad in school
systems. There is an atmosphere
of rigidity and authoritarianism ,
teachers and children alike are
treated a s second-class
beings-with-little-brain. New ideas
are treated as threats. Control is
to be established at all cost.
Young teachers are only given
support if they fit into the public
school teacher mold. The Victoria
Foundation seems ignorant of the
educational process; it demands
r es ults o n paper of pupil
achievement in exhange for its
future funds.
I' m writing this not to
discourage bu t to forewarn , since
I hear that N .S.C. plans to send a
large number of student teachers
there.
If ed ucation, especially in the
inner city where the schools are
99% Black, is to meet the need s of
the community, questions must
be asked and change must be a
component of the structure itself.
Children must be accepted and
met on a person level and helped
to grow as individuals. We must
not perpetuate the machine-like
edu cational personnel who fill
many of Newark' s schools, or
allow the prison-like atmosphere
of the educational buildings to
continue.
R ig idi ty f r om th e
administration breeds mistrust
among staff members. It filters
down to the children, creating the
antithesis of a true community of
learning.
I hear over and over again that
tea ch e r s' at titudes toward s
children are all-important in the
learning process. But it' s hard to
love and trust and feel and grow
with your kids when everyone else
in the school wants you to throw
them into a mold .
Jane t Wilson
Ed. Note: Mrs. Wilson is presently
a teacher in Newark. She taught at
Cleveland last year and was
involuntarily transferred out after
five month s.

Mason

:x: s-..~ Ai, Pe.o~E-S;oQ,., ~E. W£tEN '1" 'WU ,~,E~f,t<,
11ft A,rSW! '2S .. ~ s-r•""'Cil' tVIII e LE J) ~' ""L.1'1NfOI$(. y..

To the Editor:
I am taking this time to express
my support for Jim Mason for
re-electio n t o the Student
Council. He has proven his ab ility
and interest beyond question and
for these reasons alone deserves
re -elec tion. There are other
reasons fo r my support, however.
Knowing Jim as I do, _I am

co nvin ced of hi s h onesty ,
dedication, and ability to work
with all types of people. These are
the qualities important in a good
representative and he does possess
them.
I urge all members of the Class
of 1972 to join me in voting for
Jim Mason for the Student
Council on April 8.
Sincerely,
Larry Wlazlo,
Treasurer-elect,
Class of 1972

statements to make about some
with whom you are in complete
agreement but when you find
yourself saying this about an
often political opponent, only
then do you realize the
admiration and respect that Mr.
Mason receives for his dedicated
work for the students.
On Thursday, April 8, I will be
voting for Jim Mason and I hope
you'll join me.
Respectfully submitted ,
J. Alan McGarry
President Class '72

Ditto
To the Editor and members of
the Class of 1972
I am taking this time to express
my support for Jim Mason for
re -election to the St udent
Council. He has proven his ability
and interest beyond question and
for these reasons alone deserves
re-e lection. There are other
reasons for my support, however.
Knowing Jim as I do , I am
convinced of his honesty ,
dedication, and ability to work
with all types of people. These are
the qualities important in a good
representative and he does possess
them .
I urge all members of the Class
of 1972 to join me in voting for
Jim Mason for the Stud ent
Council on April 8.
Sincerely ,
Larry Wlazlo
Treasurer-elect
Class of 1972

Ad Infinitum
To the members of the
Class of J972
As you may or may not realize
there are 24 names that will
appear on the ballot for Council
election, many of those people
will have some admirable qualities
but one man' s name should stand
out and that man is Jim Mason.
Jim Ma son and I travel
different sides of the fe nce on
many issues but I can only
respect, admire, and commend his
service to the students of Newark
State College.
These are easy word s and

Sour
Greeks:
To the Editor :
We feel that it is a disgrace to
the Greeks on campus, that when
something as big as a football
championship game is given such
little re cognition. We were
wondering if you could really
have spared the space.
We just hope, that in the
future , more recognition be given
to the Greeks. Remember, they
are students at Newark Sta te
College too!
Cecilia Delaney
Rec. Sec. IFSC
Fran Servideo
Dottie Efthemios
Wayne Kilmchock
Gary W. Baral
Ad ele Rocco
Tony Levi
Alan McGarry
Kathy Reitenberger
Cor. Sec. IFSC

1

Tenure

Questioned
The students of Newark State
College should have the right to
not only evaluate courses and
professors, they should also be
given the opportunity to prevent
the dismissal of tho se professors
they consider to be of value.
Those professors at Newark
State College who can honestly be
co n side re d gifted te achers,
(Continued on Page 7)
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A New Populist
Call To Action ·
"What's the future of this wealth in the world' s history? We
did not count money when we
city?' I asked .
" 'It' s like a man with terminal decided to undertake the task of
landing men on the moon . But we
cancer ,' he replied."
Fred Harris, 40, the Senator have often appeared to be
from Oklahoma, was speaking to a prepared to cut almost every
young policeman in the Bronx, budget figure which would insure
but he has felt and understood a real future for thirty million of
that hopelessness everywhere, our poorest fellow Americans.
among citizens who often seem to
"The wais to prevent poverty
share little but their distrust of are well known to us all. Allow
others, their perception that the every baby a chance to be born
America they believe in has gone wanted , raised in · good health,
terribly wrong , and their educated · to full capacity,
conviction that nothing 1!1Uch is accepted upon individual merit,
going to be done to set it right.
welcomed to a range of job
His tough ·and perceptive views choices according to capacity and
are expressed in Now Is The interest, paid a good wage, insured
Time: A New Populist Call to at adequate levels against the
Action, published today by economic hazards of the industrial
McGraw-Hill ($6.95) .
economy , and assured a
The Senator believes that, comfortable house in a supportive
deeper than enmity and despair, neighborhood , and opportunities
"If we will but listen, we will find for cultural enrichment ,
that all over America, people of participation in the decisions
the most disparate backgrounds - affecting his own life, and survival
the young college student, the into a respected and secure old
militant black, the suburban age ."
housewife - are saying the same
On repres si on: "Consider
thing: we want to live in a society ' P reventive D etention.' One
.which believes in something, wonders who has the current
which stands for something, in concession on manufacturing
which there are some obvious euphemistic phrases to mask such
values and ideals; and we are tired ugly concepts."
of having so little power in
0 n u n employment and
helping make decisions."
income: "It is a wretched and
Fred Harris argues eloquently heartless policy that makes men
that a "new populist coalition" in go jobless in order to slow down
America can be built on trust, not the economy. It is particularly
fear, by responding to real needs, indefensible to increase the
not by creating new hatreds. He numbers of the jobless without
writes of his efforts, nationally providing for a decent income
and in his own state, to create and maintenance sustem and ' a
maintain a coalition among manpower program which assures
Indians, blacks, poor whites, and a job for all those who are willing
ordinary working people of every and able to work ."
persuasion, and he tells how it can
On politics: "Some of the very
be done.
people who have written most
"It is not just the young," he admiringly about what a good
says, "who feel out of things and politician President Nixon is
who are looking for meaning and would be the first admit that,
purpose in their lives. It is a deep down, Americans do not
dangerous and immoral thing really like politicians. President
though all too easy - to pit the Johnson's image as a shrewd
'hard hats' against the 'kids' , or handler of men and political
the blacks against the 'red necks', processes suddenly became a
and no man knows the end of liability, rather than an asset,
that. But those who attempt to do when the impression spread
so are also ignorant of the fact among members of the general
that these groups have very nearly public that they were being
the same needs and frustrations , manipulated.
whether or not they , themselves,
"Pandering to the baser fears
yet realize it."
and prejudices which lurk within
Senator Harris is definitive and us all is not what Presidents are
passionate in his views:
for. Officials and candidates On forei gn pol icy: "One would
and political parites - have a
think that Americans, of all higher duty , a duty to lead , to
people, would most understand search out and gather up and
that downtrodden people will rise, shout forth a better vision of
that people should and will be ourselves. We do not only need
served and that there is a limit to someone to tell us what we look
what they will suffer if ever they like when we are at our worst. We
learn that they need not suffer. need someone to help us see what
Yet our tendency and the we can be when we are at our
tendency of our government, best."
abroad, is often to identify alone
On young people: "The depth
with the existing government in a of despair and hopelessness felt by
country, however dictatorial or so many of our brightest young
corrupt, almost as if we believed · people is frightening . . . The
that governments have some morning my daughter and other
separate life of their own, when young people prepared to leave
we should know that, even under our home to go to the mass rally
dictatorships, power belongs in downtown Washington was the
ultimately to the people only, and morning following the vicious
only they assuredly endure."
attacks by construction workers
On poverty: "Why have we
on anti-war students in New York
passively accepted a caste of City, a scene the young people
poverty-ridden citizens in the staying in our home had watched
midst of the greatest national
_, (Continued on Page 6)

Hi boys and girls of the
counter culture. Hung up? Strung
out? Brung down? Constipated?
May r recommend an album that
is guaranteed to cure three out of
four of the above ills. H's called
WILDLIFE (Atlantic sd 8284)
and it's by an English group, Mott
The Hoople. Now , Mott The
Hoople's first album was released
around last summer and I never
got around to listening to it , so I
really can't compare this album to
their first ... which is probably
just as well.
WILDLIFE is an excellent
piece of musicianship that boasts
great skill and t-a-s-t-e . The album
reeks of it. It begins with a
rocking put down of the U.S .
groupie scene , "Whisky Women."
"What do you want from me
clutched to my bluejeans? You
don!t know where these old jeans
have been. Why do you look so
hurt when l tell you where to go?
You've been there before from
what I've seen." A very honest
appraisal of the American music
scene.
Side one continues with three
rather subdued pieces, "Angel of
Eighth Avenue ," "Wrong Side of
the River," and "Waterlow ;" that
show off the fine vocal ability of
Ian Hunter and Mick Ralphs (who
has one of the gentlest styles I've
ever heard) . The side .ends with a
nice version of Melanie's "Lay

Down" which , while not exactly
earth-shattering in concept, holds
its own on the album .
Side two starts off with a
surprising change of pace , "It
Must
Be
Love,"
a
country-influenced mover
complete with pedal steel. The
mood then shifts towards calm
with " The Original Mixed-Up
Kid" and picks up just a bit in
" Home ls Where I Want To Be."
Just when you find yourself
getting used to the rather subdued
tone .. . bang! . .. another switch,
this time to Little Richard's
"Keep Knockin'." Yep, after
hitting you with rock (modern) ,
country-ish music , and a couple of
fine ballads, Mott The Hoople
closes the album with a finale of
good ol' rock and roll.
WILDLIFE shows the work
that was put into it's production.
A very fine album by Mott The
Hoople.

* * *

This seems to be English week
here . The next group on the list is
named Siren. I would really like
to begin this · review by writing
something like: "Siren wails."
However, good taste and a
genuine fear of physical violence
deters me from doing so.
Siren has a very strange sound,
it's based on American blues
music, but comes out soundmg
incredibly happy and carefree. I

don' t know whether ihat fact will
please a Jot of blues purists, but
then again, I don't really care
either. Siren has two albums out
on the Elektra-Dandelion label,
their first named SIREN (d9 104),
and a new one, STRANGE
LOCOMOTION (EKS 74087).
Both albums feature the
group's rather unique sound , one
of sheer unpretentiousness. They
sound as if they enjoyed doing
what recording and the listener
can'.t help but do · the same . You
can' t help but wince and/or
surpress a smile when you hear
( on the first album) lead singer
Kevin Coyne sing "Ze-Ze-Ze-Ze"
and then scream "Aww you stung
me baybee" or how about "I'm
your gardner, bay bee . ..
G .. A .. R .. D . .E . .N .. E . .R."
It's not exactly artistic in
concept, but what the hell, not
everybody is Paul McCartney, a
fact for which many of us are
eternally greatful. Siren's music is
mostly just progtession stuff ...
standard blues material with no
spectacular innovations. It's what
they do with it that counts. They
manage to pour enough verve and
gusto into routine music to pull it
out of the doldrums and send it
souring out into freshness.
None of the guys are
exceptional musicians and they
don't even have a steady lead
(Continued on Page 6)
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War Game Tortures Seen In· U.S.
The following letter was While being interrogated there, 1 could hardly walk . They then torture. He told me it was part of
recently received by Senator was punched in the face, kicked in brought me to a little hut where I the training and I couldn' t do
Harris on Williams. We are printing the stomach and thrown into a was taken in and beat up, - I was anything about it.
it because of its tremendous fence. Immediately fo llowing, I put on my knees and a pole was
As a result of this experience, I
insights to th e work ings of the was subjected to three tortures. In placed on top of them. There was was so worried about being
military and because of its the water torture , my arms and three people in the room , one in captured by the real Vietcong , that
extreme relevance to anti-military legs were tied to the ground by front , one in back and one on the I had a nervous breakdown while
feeling in regards to the recent ropes which · were attached to side. I was pulled backwards by in combat in Vietnam. I still have
Calley case.
stakes. My head was placed in a my collar and the person on the not recovered . I have great
Dear Senator Williams:
stationary box, a rubber strap , side was doing the same. This difficulty sleeping.
have
I am a Vietnam Veteran , _
which held my head almost lasted about 45 minutes to an nightmares about Fort Polk , not
served as a Private in the U.S. immobile , cut into my face hour. From here, I was made to about Vietnam . Soon after my
Army from January 20 , 1969 to whenever I began to move. A can , crawl in the mud carrying sandbags nervous breakdown , the Army
November 3, 1969 . I was in with a small hole , was placed from one position to another. As ( discharged me instead of first
Vietnam from June 23 , 1970 to above my head, dropping water was crawling, I could see other helping me to recover from this
October 21 , I 970. I received a on my forehead. I was unable to people being tortured just as bad condition I developed in the
general discharge , under alleviate the torture in any way . as I was. I recall one incident Army and for which they were
honorable conditions, (medical From the water torture , I was told where a person was tied to the responsible.
I am relati!)g my experience to
discharge).
to crawl on the ground with my ground and a sandbag was put
The reason for waiting such a face in the mud to a wooden pole over his face and the American you because I would like such
long time to write is that I have about two feet in diameter where Vietcong' were kicking the bag. physical torture to be stopped. At
been trying to arrange my future I was physically tied (no ropes)
After hours of such treatment, least, I would like the taxpayers
so someday I can enjoy being around it. The so called I escaped into the swamps. When I and citizens of this country to be
alive. At the present, I have been "American Vietcong" were still was about a half mile away from fully informed of the existence of
very busy going to school and kicking me. While I was being the compound, I turned around such torture of American soldiers
. .
tortured he re, I was forbidden to and looked at the lights and I by other American soldiers and
wor k mg
Before Vietnam,
was hold on to the pole , and when I could hear people crying. While in its' theoretical rationale - allow
stationed at Fort Polk, near tried to grab on to it , my hands the compound, I had heard the American people to judge
Leesville Louisiana. I was attached were kicked by the heal of a boot continual crying, terrible whether such "war games" are
to the 3rd Brigade , Charley of an American Vietcong.
crying. I ran farther and deeper proper and useful and whether
Company (an infantry company).
into the swamps and swore to kill they want to pay for them with
On May ]8 , 1969 , the 2nd
This torture lasted about 45 anyone who would try to their taxes.
Pia t oon at Fort Polk, by min utes to an hour. When I was recapture me.
company, Company C, and let loose, I was told to crawl on .
When l came back to camp, ·i
Companies A & B participated in my face to a Vietcong flag and went to my Commanding Officer
an escape and evasion course. This told to kiss the ground it was on and told him I wanted to make a
course was scheduled to begin and salute it. During this time, I complaint about the. . physical Photography Contest
about 11 a.m. and end about 12
·
April 21-26 is Earth Week. The
midnight . The first part of the
INDEPENDENT invites students
course was a lecture. instructing us
.
·
_
·
· _·.
_·
to submit photographs, .poems or
what plants and their parts were
articles dealing with the ecological
eatable. We were also taught how
(Continued from Page 5)
little put off by what one of them problems at Newark.State and the
to locate , kill, skin , cook and eat on television the preceding . called •'the _ti.{ed·o)d revolutionary surrounding conmi"unity. No
animals.
' night . . . "They desperately rh~totic' they had he!'rd ·so much pJ'.izes · will be . given, but
In the actual practice, I, with hoped t_h ere would be 110 violence. of. Most wanted to .do something publication with credit line can be
c0mpanies, A , B, & C were to play . It certainly would not come from . _more
than · r a 1-l y or · ·expected for ~s much material as
the role of "Americans". We them; they were strongly opposed . demonstrate ... · . · ·
.
space allows. Deadline _is April 17:
walked to a field where we were to violence. They wanted to . be . "Both sides . of the wa~ issue · Photographs must be· at least S" x
told to reach friendly territory (to ·effective , and they fervently have for _ too long used young_ T' and will be returned to the
reach this field, we walked expressed their hope . that the · people t~ do their ·work. Some . owner.
through the woods). We were told crowd would be large enough and have u~d ·therri .'. as political ,
* .
to reach friendly territory without orderly enough and impressive opponents, playing upon the
~EMORANDUM ..
getting captured by the enoughtohavesomeeffecronthe terrible fears and hatreds which
TO ALL COLLEGE PERSONNEL
"Vietcong", who were actually President and the Congress. They even peaceful student dissent stirs
& STUDENTS: ·.
personnel from Fort Polk were fearful when they left the up in so many people. Others of
Any · unauthorized vehicle
Louisiana.
· house - but they left. They us have not shouldered enough of parked · at · Newark State College
I was _c aptured and brought to started off almost like ..soldiers, the burden ourselves, have not not displaying a valid Newark
an imitation Vietcong compound. going to do their duty.
worked hard enough and actively State decal or any vehicle illegally
"They came back from the enough within the system to make
parked on the lawns, walk-ways,
. rally. early , before it ·was over, it work and to make it more
or in such a manner as to obstruct
·· tired and sweaty , sunburned , a responsive ."
traffic will be towed away at the
owners expense.
(Continued from Page 5)
This procedure is i1;1 effect.
guitarist , but ·both albums are
really enjoyable. Siren boasts such
titles as "Bertha Lee ; · "Asylum"
and "Sixteen Women."

Notices

Popuf,·s· t Call

Newsounds

STRANGE

LOCOMOTION

includes "Squeeze Me ," "Fetch
Me My Woman ," and "Hot
Potatoe." (Not necessarily in that
order.) ·
STRANGE LOCOMOTION is a
bit more professional sounding
than SIREN, and not quite as
much fun. The group gets into a
bit of lengthy blues on side two
and doesn' t quite hold the
listener' s interest as well as they
do when belting out quick
numbers (the first al bum
contained thirteen songs, the
second eleven). Still and all, both
of Siren's wailing products {I said
it! l said it!) are lotsa fun , you
betcha! Theirs is the stuff that
smiles are made of .. . a couple of
guitars, drums, piano , bass ... and
a lot of good feeling.
wail ... ·
(Pssst. Siren
dontcha get it?)

Maison Petite

Distinictive ladies .apparel .
Jr. Jrs. Petite & Misses
Announces

Maison Petite
Boutique 339
Coming Soon

Sports Separates
Exciting Jr. Fashions
339 Morris Avenue
Elizabeth, N.J.
351-0001

¾ Disc,.. 11 Shldents

■I
and
things
hot
pants
tank
tops
body
shirts
jackets

As a first step in this direction,
hope that you immediately
begin an investigation.
I have other people to witness
the fact that this is taking place . I
will be pleased to try to answer
any questions you may have. I
deeply appreciate any assistance
you can give me . Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Zuckerman

Howdoyou
rateasan

independent·

thinker?
Answer Yes or No.

1.

A// your friends have decided to
wear short shorts. You really don ' t
like the look. Do you follow the
gang?
Yes O No 0

2. You 've just met a marvelous,
interesting guy who 's shorter than
you. Would you be embarrassed
to go out with him?
Yes

3.

O No 0

You've been invited to dinner

again by a group of nice but
uninteresting people. Do you feel
obliged to accept?
Yes

4.

D No D

All ttie charts say you're 10
0

pounds overweight. You feel fine

~nd your clothes look well. Do .
you diet ~n~ay?
Yes D

No

O

ci ·:.

· 5. You appreciate all kinds
. music. Except opera. Do you· thin1<
· you:shou/d listen anyway because
it's "the-thingfo·do"?
Yes

Cl _N·o 0

If you·v·e answered "Ne'' to three
or more questions, you really
rat~ as an independent thinker .
Another example of your independent thinking: You use
Tampax tampons.
Why Tampax tampons? Because, when you compare them
all, only Tampax tampons give
you these advantages·: Each
Tampax tampon comes in a
silken-smooth container-applicator. Both applicator and tampon
can be flushed away. No unwieldy stick or plastic tube to
dispose of.
Worn internally, Tampax tampons are completely comfortable. Can't chafe, cause odor or
irritate like bulky pads. Tampax
tampons. They make every day
of the year Independence Day.
Riglit from tlie start . . .

Open 10-6, Thurs. 10-9
Mastercharge
Bankamericard .
TAMPA X .

TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY

av

TAMPAX INCORPORATED . PALMER . MAS S.
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Recognizing The Philistine
By Ed Naha
Many members of the avant
grade school of social criticism
would like the world to believe
that , like the buffalo and the
lndiall head nickel , the great
North American Philistine is
rapidly becoming extinct. This
belief, however. can easily be
proven erroneous in nature. One
has only to watch the Carol
Burnett show to see this as fact.
Philistinism is bigger and better
than ever, it has merely ass umed a
guise popular with today's world
in order to go unnoticed . The
people who, years ago, found
Durward Kirby as fascinating as,
let's say, Dave Carroway, have
simply refocused their attention
on new human dynamos . . . like
Mike Douglas and Merv Griffin .
These worshipers of banality
have not been entirely successful
in their attempts at assimilation .
There are still ways to spot them
in a crowd , albeit this process
requires great skill and dexterity.
I ( can be safely assu med , for
instance, that the group of
neanderthals congregated outside
the local bowling alley , decked out
in their zoot suits complete with

squirting flowers , are not the type
of people that one would invite to
a screening of a Bergman film . (I
realize that this may be a rash
generalization on my part , but
this precept in nearly infallible as
far as accuracy is concerned.)
Speech habits are another dead
gi veaway in spotti n g the
philistine , as they usually fo Uow
set patterns established years ago
by a race of gorillas who were the
first inhabitants of the lost Island
of Suburbia . Remarks like " Boy
it's colder than a witch's tit out!!"
and "Ain't that a kick inna
head?" generally indicate a
cumulative IQ of point eight on
the part of the speaker or
speakers, as the case may be.

respected physician refer to a
patient with cancer of the trachea
as " Old Croupy ," finding out that
the Pope was once cha-cha champ
of his graduating class and still
like to be called "Winkie" by
intimate frie nds, or seeing your
most respected parish priest's
photo in a teamster bulletin listed
under the title: "Zits Schnissel make out champ ."
Once one completely masters
the art of philistine-finding, and
realizes their low creativity level ,
one will come to the conclusion
that the reason why it is so hard
to find a dullard in a crowd, lies in
the fact · that the crowds are
usually composed of people 99%
philistine in nature. In other
words, you're the social outcast ,
not they . You live under their
rules and not the other way
around. Because of that fact,
THEY consider YOU the
philistine.
Take solace, even the
Athenians had to bend to Spartan
pressure. Now , repeat after me:
"Boy, it's colder than a witch's tit
out!!"

Great insights to insipidity may
be gained by dealing with the
pseudo-priggish on an intimate
social level. It is fascinating to
watch the response of femal es to
such sexually stim ulating lines as:
" Hey, good looking, wh at's
cookin ," "Your ma gottany moral
home like you?" and " I luv my
wife, but oh you kid! " If the girl
in question is a non-practicing
philistine, she will probably
respond by placing three fingers in
For Sale - 1967 dark green
her throat and retching violently
Plymouth Signet $700.
soon thereafter. If she js a true
* * *
believer, she will find her beau
Part time .- Ground Floor
to promptly make their views
exhilerating and will probably go
Opportunity chance to earn
known. Once again I must stress,
. bowling.
$500-$2000 a month plus
students must be given the
Management emphasis... · Call
opportunity to judge, for
. After learning . few ·. basic
themselves, the qualifications .of characteristics of ·the philistine, . .721-02~4.
* *
the professors which are providing one will soon notice that thJs
TALI( AND .· PLAY WITH
. them with a.higher education . .
life-style .1sn·t .. resutctea to those
ELIZABETH CfULDREN AT
Anna DeBari considered in the "middle class"
LUNCH .ANY WEEK DAY
bracket of America. One . will
11 : 15.-12:30 CONTACT
accept,_ in time, hearing · a
SCATE.

Classified

More Sound And Fury
Tenure
(Continued from Page 4)

communicate with his students
(except to assure him a position
of tenure)? In dismissing a teacher
of Mrs. Cross' caliber, N.S.C~will
be defeating its. educational
purpose.

dedicated, fair, and concerned
. with the welfare of their stl1dents
are limited in number. Mrs. Cross,
I urge all atudanh: who h2ve.
a professor of E nglish at this
comments
concerning this matteI
college. is one of those talented
iew. Her classes are interesting;
she encourages discussion, her .
assignments tend to be challenging .
but not excess in . number, and Dear fellow students and friends.:
YOU ALL), and came to visit. My
students• who are experiencing .
Well I'm getting better all the sister even came home from
difficulty in class are co~fident · time and I would like to say I'm ·.. Michigan U. to take care of me .
that Mrs. Cross will .give freely of sor-ry for causing such a But seeing everyone else was just
her ·time and effort to assist.them. disturbance on campus. I would as wonderful. I · really miss
Mrs. Cross will not be a also like to say thank you to every everyone at school a •lot and I
member of N.S.C. faculty next one of the people who called, sent . hope you have a happy vacation.
year. The administration feels that letters and cards, signed my
Love,
Mrs. Cross has not obtained a gigantic get well card {THANK
Ellen Anzis
sufficient number of credits to be
considered for renewal in the
coming semester. When
considering this situation certain We read in the paper, we hear on the air
questions come to mind . Does a of killing and stealing and crime everywhere;
professor who has obtained a We sigh and we say , as we notice the trend,
doctorate degree necessarily :make this young generation ... where will it end?
a talented educator? How much is But can we be sure it's their fault alone?
a doctorate degree worth to a
professor if he cannot Too much money to spend ; too much idle time ;
too many movies of passion and crime;
too many books not fit to be read ;
too much evil in what they hear said ;
too many kids encouraged to roam.
too many parents who don't stay at home.

a·

Words Of·Thanks ·

. J !lli I!" !.!ii!U 1!.!.il!:ei:iffl.

A summer at
Southampton College
is also a summer
at Southampton.
A summer at Southampton College is to your
academic credit, with small, informal classes taught
by Southampton's bright young faculty and by
renowned scientists, artists and educators.
And after class ... the beaches, boating, golf, theatres,
art colonies and more, much more.
All you could want from summer is at Southampton.

Are The .Kids Really To Blame?

~

~

·cllllLA PIIITIII Cl.
mLLSIDE, N. J.

Youth doesn't make the movies; they don't write the books
that paint the grey pictures of gangsters and crooks.
They don't make the liquor, they don't run the bars;
They don't make the laws and they don't make the cars.
They don' t make the drugs that idle the brain.
It's all done by older folks, greedy for gain.
And how many cases, we find that its true ...
The label, "DELINQUENCY" ... Fits older folks, too!
taken from FARMERS ALMANAC
"THINK"

TOWNLEY NORTH ESSO

8

- I C S HOUlla

IJY A-INTIHNT

965-2050

All Major & Minor Repairs -

353-9269

r

I

Two 4-Week Art Workshops
July 6-July 30
August 2-August 27

Director of the Summer Program,

7

SOUTHAMPTON COLLEGE

Southampton, N.Y. 11968 • (516) 283-4000
Please send me Summer Program bulletin.
I am especially interested in:
□ UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

Social Science, Humanities, Natural Science, Teacher
Education, Business Administration
□ GRADUATE COURSES
Professional Education, Social and Behavioral Science, Liberal Arts
□ GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE COURSE IN HUMAN ECOLOGY
□ SUMMER ART WORKSHOPS
.~
Painting, Sculpture, Ceramics, Graphics, Film .;_;;;,_
D COLLEGE LEARNING INSTITUTE FOR COLLEGE-BOUND STUDENTS
□ SUMMER SPORTS CAMP in Basketball, Tennis, Wrestling, and
COURSES in Sailing, Swimming, Water Skiing
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address ___________________

Road Service

10% Discount on Repairs for NSC Students
560 NORTH AVE.
UNION, NEW JERSEY

Two 5-Week Sessions
June 21 -July 23
July 26-August 27

GARRY NEWBORN
PROP.

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __

L--------------------~
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Apple Tree Arrives
The Newark State Theatre
luild, in association with the
'ollege Music Department, is in
ehearsal for a production of the
ecent Broadway hit by Sheldon
brnick and Jerry Bock, THE
PLE TREE. The performances
e scheduled for May 6th, 7th,
nd 8th, at 8 :30 P.M. in the
.P.A .

wmingSoon!

-The
Rennaissance
Of-Radio
The People
Of WNSC
Free-Row Radio
Announce The •
Rebirth Of
Radio
Newark State
1

1------------"-

Free Flow News

By Herb Gerstenfeld
want to hear us but these things
We have had 23 new applicants take time. Be patient.
for positions on WNSC, Free Flow
We would , at this time, like to
R adio as of this writing in add a word of thanks to Dr. Sol
addition to the 15 Members we Shwartz for all his help.
already had, so all in all the
response to our ad was rather
disappointing. Most of our
applicants were freshmen and
sophs which would mean that our
The Lady or The Tiger
Balladeer .. . FIELDS HOW ARD staff will be around for a while
King Arik ... .WALTER COR RIS anyway.
I NFO RMAT IO N
Guard ...... .JAMES MANCINO
In order to be fair to all the
AND
Nadjira ...... CLETA MCLEOD applicants who wish to be on the
ASSISTANCE
Sanjar . ... .. ... BRUCE FUCHS air shows, we will give each person
Barbara ...... KATHY HAVEL a certain time allotment for the
CALL (215) 178 . 5800
24 hours
7 days
Passionella
first week or so and see how their
FOR TOTALLY CONFI•
Narrator ..... ROMEO BRYANT program goes over. Student
DENTIAL INFORMATION,
Ella .. . . . . ... . ... LIN WEBER response will be a factor in our
w.. reco mm end only:
The modern day Cinderella Mr. FallibleWALTER MORRISON decision, but overall the final
the mostnp utab le phys icians ; doc•
story of the chimney sweep Producer . ... BEN MARSHALL decision rests with the executive
tors off e ring fa ir and reaso nab le
tu rn e d PAS SIO NELLA , the Flip . .. .. . ..... KEVIN LONG board of WNSC. Many people
prices ; services wh ich will be completely within +he law ; services per•
glamorous movie star , is the final
Chorus
signed up with the expressed
formed at accred ited hospit a ls.
playlet of the evening. Those of Walter Corris , James Mancino , interest in doing office , secretarial
Ltfll Abortions Without Delay
yo u who k now the story's author , Norman Wadell , J acq ues Vincent , or lib rary work in the station. We
Jules Feiffer, will undoubtedly V i vki Turner, Ben Marsh all , need more people to do this kind
ARS INT.
enjoy seeing one of his works set W alter M orriso n , J a n e y of work. If anyone else is
to music.
Helmste tter, Elaine Herzog, Moira interested and could not make the
Tickets for the apple tree may O'Brien , Jane Wettrau , Joanne tryouts, please contact me in the
be obtained from the theatre Cie mnio cki , Celia Bernaduci, Student Activities Office. All
applications will be told of further
lobby box office from April 26th- Betty J acobs, Junetta Gale me and
Scientific Computer Matching
via t his co l u mn or t heir
April 30th, 9-5, and from May Greg Corso.
3rd-May 8th, 9-9, Mon. thru Fri. Stage Manager . . Brian Jorgenson mailboxes, so please read this
~II Ages - E n tire U .S.A. - Est. 1966
It
reall y
works , "
acclaim
Students receive one free ticket Asst. Directors . . .. Carol Wander , weekly. For all the people who've
thousands o f our happily teamed
with the presentation of id. Dianne Wagner , Kathy Reitenberger been asking me when WNSC will couples
Send for FREE quest ionnaire
once again start broadcasting, it
Additional tickets may also be Assistant Stage
TEAM Project
Manager . .. . . . Jackie Zavaglia will be as soon as is possible. We
purchased at the cost of $1.50 for
1270 Broadway, NYC 10001
orchestra seats, and $1 .00 for Director ... . .. James R. Murphy want to broadcast as much as you

The play is comprised of three
one-act musicals which are based
on the works of three American
literary figures. The first playlet ,
taken from THE DIARY O F
ADAM AND EVE, by Mark
Twain , deals with the biblical
couple and their problems in a
tong u e-in-cheek sty l e . The
endeavors to solve these problems
brings about hilarious results.
Frank R . Stockton's , THE
LADY OR THE TIGER , is
presente d in a delightful musical
version, which retains the author' s
invitation to choose your own
ending.

mezzanine. All seats are reserved .
CASTING WAS HELD DURING
THE WEEK OF MARCH 22nd.
ROLE
PLAYED BY
The Diary of Adam and Eve
Adam . . . . . .ALAN WICHINSKY
Eve ....... MELINDA SCHODT
Snake . .. .CHARLES BATEMA N

'ABORTION

Meet Your Ideal Mate

You are probably familiar with EXPLORE. For two years individuals have been coming together to learn about
themselves through interactions with other people. EXPLORE is an encounter group which meets once a week.
Feelings, values, attitudes, and personal probiems are shared in an atmosphere of trust and concern.
OPENING UP IS EXPLORING AND EXPLORE IS OPENING UP.
The followin.G programs are being initiated at no cost for N.S.C. studeots. facultv. an~ff. If vou are interested in
participating in one of the programs please fill out and return the form to Marcella Haslam, Counseling Office or to Don
Maroun, Student Activities Office in the College Center. You may also contact them for additional information or refer
to the individual trainers. If you are interested in a program, but not completely sure, then accept an open invitation to
drop in to the first session to look us over. These programs are TENTATIVELY scheduled to begin the week of March
29th, 1971.

Pr011ram : "Th• Fifty-Minute Mlcrolab"
Location: Hex Room
Trainer: Gene Flxler
Time: Tuesdays, 3 : 00-4:00 p.m.
Each week a group w i ll meet t o under go a h igh ly
str uctured fifty-minute session based upon t he theme o f
"i nvolvement" Sub-Goals w ill consist of designs f o r relaxat i on of
tensi on, learning how t o be comfortable I n groups, and t he
ana l ysis of group behavior.
Sessions will also be devoted t o verbal and non-verba l
exercises, some of wh i ch w i ll last for only several m i nutes wh i le
others will require as much as the entire session.
The design Is based upon the prem ise that parti c i pants
upon completion of the series will want to ex peri ence more
intense human relation s trai ning wh ic h can be provided on an
on-going basis withi n the framework of t he f our yea r s spen t at
the college. Minimum requ i rement for the course - "one dozen
participants" f or this beginning experience In human relat ions.
Program : Group Experience
Location : Alumni Lounge
Trainer: Marcella Haslam
Time: Thursdays, 4 : 00-6 : 00 p.m.
Group experience I n awareness o f personal potentialities
and growth in Interpersonal relationsh i ps. Many of us are aware

of some ar eas we wou ld like to change, bu t seem unable to do
so. Other are not awar e of the ways tha t they are percei ved by
others and are often su r prised , hurt and are d i sappoi nted in the
response they recei ve f r om others. Others si mply want to know
about themselves and how t hey func ti on.
Th i s gr oup experi ence will o ffer an opport un it y to t r y
new ways o f rece iving feedba c k and gi ving feedback to others.
An
Encounter Group Is al r eady In progress on
Wednesdays 4-6 PM I n the Alumni Lounge, Tra i ners: Marcella
Haslam and Don Maroun.
Program: "Getting In touch with feelings
and making them count"
Location : Little Theatre
Trainer: Rhoda Feigenbaum
Time: Tuesdays, 4:30-6 : 00 PM
Program: "It's your life Who is
Location : Alumni Lounge
going to live it?"
Time: Wednesdays, 1 :00 3 :00 PM
Trainer: Phyllis Saperstein
Location: Alumni Lounge
Program: Conflict/Resolution
Time : Thursdays, 1 :00-3: 00 PM
Trainer: Sam Valla
Co-trainer: Alice Boyarln
Wherever people are i nvolved , conflicts invari ably ex ist .

Wha t are t he human relat i ons conflicts tha t ex i st at N.S.C. ? What
part of these con fli ct s reside i n yoursel f, wh ich oft en inh ib i t
max i mum results and productiv ity ? Can t hese conflicts be
recognized and dealt w ith successfully? Why not work within a
group o f like-m i nded people and analyze various types o f
con fli cts tha t may be Impai r ing you, Learn to recogn ize and deal
wi t h conflicts those t hat are destructi ve and t hose that are
hoelpful as well as necessary to personal growth.
Program : An Exploration of
Sexual Identity
Location : Alumni Lounge
Trainers: Don Maroun and
Marilyn lrtbeck
Time: Fridays, 1 :00-3:00 PM
The t rad iti onal
r oles that society
has dictat ed :
Mas c ul i ne -st rong ,
tough ,
unemotional,
prov i der;
Feminine- pretty , mot herly , helpless, emotiona l , i n many ways
do not allow us the freedom to act as we f eel,
The Heterosexual-homosexual aspects of our sexua l
i nter est will be explored. This program is designed to help people
come to terms with the polari t ies inside t hemselves and to foster
personal growth and understanding o f others.

-----------------------------------------~-~
I would like to be considered as an applicant for ................. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Program.

--

Signature
Please print name ........ . ............................. . .. .

.1·

--------------------------------------------
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Europe On 60c A Day
by Roberta Solomon

For the bargain of a lifetime,
go to London! Here the penny
conscious traveler can visit the
home of America, mini-skirts and
all fashion trends, walk down such
delightful streets as Piccadilly
Circus, Trafalgar Square, Carnaby
Street and many more, visit
history filled museums, fantastic
art galleries, travel on the cleanest
Underground system in the world ,
an~ usually not have to worry
about a language barrier.
To do it for about 60c a day,
you must reserve your bed at one
of the several Youth Hostels many
weeks in advance. I tried to make
a reservation three weeks before I
arrived and was disappointed to
find out that they were booked
for three months in advance! I
trudged along over to the
International Student Placement
Center and they managed to find
me a bed in a boardinghouse in
the Pakistanese section of town
for 15 shillings (two dollars) a
day. I thereby had the
opportunity to travel in London's
famous Underground system,
which provides a network of eight
separate lines which cover most
areas. The Capital of England is a
vast complex of towns welded
into an area extending some 25
miles from east to west and 12
from north to south. In the
central area are two distinct
zones: the City of London and
the City of Westminster. If you
prefer buses, most bus routes
cross central London to connect
one suburb with another, though
these are · supplemented by buses
serving the central area only. At
bus stops the route numbers,
places served, and a rough guide
to the frequency of this service
are shown on the posts. Red buses

~
~
~

E.,en bathing e.Jery day

can't stop it.
Feminine odor mma internally, and no amount of bathing can remove it. Soap and
water aimply can't reach the
area where the odor starts.
That's the reason you need
Norforma• . .. rM second tUodarant:- These tiny internal aup-

~oriea killeerma-atc;,podor
dectivelyyet safely. In fact, gentle, doctor-tated Norforma are
10 safe and euyto use, you can
me them u often u neccaary.
No bath or shower can give
Nodonna' procecdon. Gee
~ODDI, aDQ you'll feel ...
cure and odorfne for boun.

The seamddeodonznc.
~

. ,--J-
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I FREE NORFORMS MINI-PACK I
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plus informative book let! Write:
Norwich Pha rmacal Co., Dept. CN-A,
Norwich. N.Y. 13815. (Enclose 25¢
for mailing, handling.)

Name__ __ _ _ _ _
Street________
C i t y _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

z·

&~e _ _ _ _ _ _ Ip_ _
Don't forget your zip code.
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are town buses, green ones can see the Crown Jewels. I really
country buses. For detailed enjoyed the nearby Tate Gallery
information, a map of London's with its Turner and Blake
public services can be obtained paintings, modern sculpture,
particularly Rodin , Picasso,
from any Underground Station.
Once I got into the center of Epstein, Moore, and modern
town I generally abandoned buses, foreign paintings of the
trains and taxis and saw the rest Impressionist and
on foot. From Piccadilly Circus, post-Impressionist movements.
where the statue of Eros stands
You won't have too • much
surrounded by throngs of those difficulty in understanding what
weird hippie freaks you can dash most Londoners are saying. There
into any one of a score of tourist are certain strange words that
traps where you can buy your they use every day that you
mock street signs, stationery, should be made aware of. Pram is
post-cards, shopping bags, etc. baby carriage, que is a line on
Down the street is Haymarket in which ·you wait , chips (as in fish
which is the British Railways and chips) are french fries, bird is
Information Centre and the girl, shit is hash, jumper is
American Express Office, both sweater, and randy is horny. Most
offering a tremendous supply of of the natives are more than
information. Turn left and you're willing to help poor lost tourists,
standing in Trafalgar Square, laid and might often end up a chat by
out in 1929-41 to commemorate inviting you up to have some tea
Nelson's sea victory over the with them. Tea comes in many
French. The area around the base varieties, is strong and served with
of the statue is a traditional place milk , although weaker tea with
for organized meetings, political, slices of lemon is also served. If
religious, sometimes musical, on you order coffee it's not with or
Sunday afternoons. On the north without milk, but black or white
side is the National Gallery, one coffee. A substantial meal for 25c
of the greatest collections of art in is fish and chips, sold in countless
the world, and to the rear is the fish and chips shops open until
National Portrait Gallery. These late at night and may be eaten on
are all free or just charge a token premises or taken out. Various
entrance charge, and students are kinds of fish are fried in batter
always given discounts. On the and sold very cheaply. The roast
south side of Trafalgar Square is beef of old England, cut from a
the entrance to Whitehall, large joint on a trolley in the
eventually leading to Buckingham better restaurants, is best in
Palace. You will pass Downing London. Steak and kidney
Street, No. IO being the Prime pudding or pies are good too.
Minister's official residence, as Cheese is also an important
well as the Hot!ses of Parliament feature of the English menu.
and Big Ben on one side, Often it is eaten instead of a
Westminster Abbex on the- oth~r p111irlio.Q.... 2oil a.!l fnn:nn..1 --..a.oJ ....,..i U
Westminster Abbey , mostly include it as an after course. Beer
early English Gothic, has the is the traditional national drink.
highest nave in England. It is the Restaurants usually serve bottled
burial place of kings, poets, and light or dark ale. The experts
distinguished men and women prefer draught beer - drawn from
from every walk of life. Rich as a barrel.
the abbey itself is in beauty and
English people delight in
history, the cloisters and chapter grumbling about their weather,
house should not be omitted. and are touchy when strangers
Down the mall to Buckingham do so. Be prepared to wear a
Palace, you can stop and rest in raincoat. It drizzles almost daily,
St. James' Park with its pond and and if you are troubled by the
palace. Easily accessable from frizzies, give up.
The best bargain London can
here too, is Bond Street, one of
the most luxurious shopping offer is the theater. For six
streets in the world. China, shillings you can get a balcony
crystal, and gold are incredibly seat in any show. Their
productions are as professional as
inexpensive.
In the west end of town you'll our own Broadway, and any garb
find Hyde Park, once a royal is acceptable. Their movies are
hunting park and now central actually more expensive than live
London's largest open space. At theater. Most of the plays that are
the railings near the Marble Arch presently on Broadway will have
is Speaker' s Corner, where anyone their British counterpart in
can get up and say what he likes London's theater district.
An evening in one of London's
provided it is not obscene or
treasonable, and that he does not many pubs (public houses) will
try to sell anything or ask for provide you with a good view of
money. Sunday is the best day to the cross-section of the
see this democratic safety alive at . population. Everyone hangs out
there drinking and having a
work.
A walk down the Thames wonderful time. Also designed to
River, especially down Lower help you pass your leisure time is
Thames Street where you will find Penny Lane, filled with Penny slot
London's fishmarket, you will see machines and Coney Island type
the Tower of London, where you diversions. A pocket full of British
pennies and you feel like a
millionaire! Another bargain are
their aerograms to the United
States which ran about 9c when I
was there, but have increased
slightly since the postage strike.
won't have too much time to
• You
•• Call the people who"ve taken the chance•
write to the folks back home
•
out of abortion.
•
:(212)490-3600: though. You'll be having too
much of a ball yourself. Ta ta
•
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
•
• PROFESSIONAL SCHEDULING SERVICE, INC. •
luvs.
e
545 Fifth Ave., New York City 10017
•
Next week - SCOTLAND
•••There is a fee .for our service • • •

~wjLJR'lldittiON~
~IS NO LOITERYU

Reproduced with permission of Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario

WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT LSD?
Lysergic acid diethylamide is usually referred to as LSD (from the
German lysergsaure diathylamid) or acid.

*Appearance:
LSD is a white, odorless, tasteless powder.
*Active Ingredient:

LSD is a synthetic chemical produced from a substance found in a_
fungus (ergot) that grows on rye.
*Methods of Using:

LSD is usually taken in the form of a tablet, a capsule, or an
impregnated sheet of blotting paper.
*Short-term Effect:

These depend on the use, the dose, and the setting. The user's mood,
expectations, and previous experience with LSD may also influence the
effects.
Users report many visual effects such as perceiving intensified colors,
distorted shapes and sizes, and movement in stationary objects.
Auditory distortions also occur, as do distortions of time and place, and
there is sometimes difficulty in hearing.
Other physical effects reported are slight tremors, numbness, tingling,
chills, nausea, and weakness. Cold , sweaty palms, goosepimpled skin,
loss of appetite, and hyperventilation (taking in too much oxygen) are
also common. Heart beat, blood pressure, and temperature are elevated
and and pupils are dilated.
Emotional reactions to these symptoms are varied. Feelings of
heightened self-awareness are reported, as · are mystical and ecstatic
experiences. Some users say they feel dissociated from their bodies.
Less pleasant reactions such as depression , tearfulness, dizziness, or
disorientation may be experienced.
The same user may have both "good trips" and " bad trips" on different
occasions. Sometimes there may be both pleasant and unpleasant
experiences withing the same trip.
It appears that some people find the effects of LSD mainly pleasurable
because these effects are novel and intriguing, and because they give rise
to unusual experiences. Others may be disturbed and experience more
of the negative emotional effects.
*Duration of Action.

This depends on the person and the dose. A "trip" may last from 2 to
lO hours. There may be recurrences ("return trips") days, weeks, or
months later even if no more LSD is taken. Psychotic breakdowns have
occurred (see Hazards), and these have occasionally lasted for months.
,h\,,Ul'-' \.h., ..,.1.~.:,.>}Vll 1~
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*Hazards:

These may include anxiety or panic while under the influence of the
drug. Such experiences, or feelings of omnipotence, appear sometin1es
to lead to suicide, homicide, or other forms of anti-social behavior.
Convulsions, chronic anxiety, and (in unstable personalities) prolonged
psychotic reactions also been produced.
Also, a number of studies have suggested that there is damage to
chromosomes (the transmitters of inherited characteristics) as a result
of using LSD. (The full significance of this is not yet known. See
below.)
Laboratory analysis of illicit drugs by Addiction REsearch Foundation
scientists has shown some tablets and capsules to be LSD as claimed ,
while others variously contained relatively harmless, moderately
dangerous, or extremely dangerous substances. Some contained no
psychoactive ingredients at all.
*Treatment:

Users having " bad trips" need to be placed in a protected situation in
which sensory stimulation is minimized . In severe cases, the best place
is a hospital. Psychotherapy may be indicated.
WHAT IS NOT KNOWN ABOUT LSD
*What is the proportion of "bad trips" among users who obtain LSD
illicitly?
*What is the specific action of LSD on the brain? While some aspects of
its action are now understood, there is more to be learned.
*Can the drug cause irreversible brain damage?
How does tolerance develop and dissipate? It appears that both
development and dissipation are rapid, but more research is needed
before definite conclusions can be drawn.
Why do hallucinations sometimes recur?
Can LSD damage unborn children if taken during pregnancy?
Can LSD cause abnormalities in unborn children if taken by a mother
and/or by a father prior to pregnancy?
Can LSD cause leukemia by damaging blood cells of the user?
Is LSD valuable in psychotherapy and in the treatment of alcoholism
and other forms of drug dependence?

WHO USES LSD? WHY?
*Most non-medical users of LSD are peopl«c )mder 30, many of whom
are members of drug-oriented groups.
_,
*Many report that a "good trip" removes anxiety and toher
psychological pain. "Trips" are therefore seen as a way of escaping
pressures associated with day-to-day living.
*However, many young people say they are not looking for escape.
They maintain that they are seeking increased self-awareness,
self-acceptance, and a deeper understanding of life through
experiencing the visual and auditory hallucinations and other effects
produced by LSD.
*Seeking acceptance in an LSD-using group is sometimes also a reason
for using the drug.
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CQmplete List Of Blood Doners
a#

P.M.

Time: A.M.

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11 :15

11 :30

11:45

12:00

12:15

K. Meade

0. Kostulakos

S. OePalma

R. Watkins

Bubalis

Rosenberger

0. Halasiewicz

P. Varga

S. Maureen

E. Pearson

J. Mason

R. K. Hacket

E. Williams

J. Papanestor

Criscione

C. Coposso

W. Kern

T. Firavanti

L. Alligood

A. Schoenberg

8. Szamreta

C. Bernarducci

R. Coppola

M. Moczulski

J. Cole

R. Hauser

J. Cadigan

G. Suchak

0. W. Jones

R. Repko

E. Kubisch

J. Bottino

M. Beirne

S. Gelber

A. Olson

J. Pepe

T. Stier

S. Nycz

Miss Herina

N. Splendori

L. Pennington

P. Scholl

K. Dougherty

A. Tortorello

0. Page

M. Morden

J. Butler

OeBella

D. Monesson

C. Kozla

J. Americk

I. LP.kish

H. Santruste

M. O'Connor

Oleck

8. Sottos

H. Yardley

R. Jarvis

R. Story

J. Dunn

S. Iwanicki

C. Donovan

N. E. Zweidinger

A. Vollma nn

0. Pease

A. Rocci ·

M. Franks

C. Farina

Drozdowski

L. Addeo

S. Lindner

W. Donscombe

Blockus

Ruglio

F. Roscus

Fyne

D. A. Schmidt

C. Hill

8. Yaskowitz

Klepner

M. Wisnovsky

R. Donofrio

M. Fitzgerald

Martone

E. Kennedy

G. Sanicki

G. Pieretti

L. Stavrakis

J. Crawford

R. Larso n

A. Onorato

E. Shivey

J. Reynolds

D. Cetrulo

A. Barto k

J. Martino

R. Stepanian

J. C. Kocur

E. Gaffga

J. Carobreso

G. Veungel

8. Serchuk

E. Goldberg

M. Bottino

W. Blonski

R. Spukawski

J. Schaffren

0. Borello

L. Serafin

R. Cutler

A. Deck

R. Scalise

W. Hess

P. Oulleghn

A. Genovese

T. Victoria

K. Qui nn

Rosenberger

M. Hartman

M. Gurinko

F. Cucolo

Time: P.M.

12:30

12:45

1:00

1:15

1:30

1:45

2:00

2:15

2:30

2:45

Warnick

8. Fornelius

0. Syling

R. Menke

S. Garippa

8. Diferdinardo

J. Patriarca

J. Helmstetter

M. Sonenthal

L. Sanchez

Costitrn

M. McGivney

M. Squillante

0. Collucci

S. Krawiecki

M. Durma

L. Kennedy

C. Moran

M. Petrole

B. Pierce

Madore

C. Reynolds

L. Mitchel

B. Bevan

P. McGrath

A. Williams

E. Herzog

J. Tienjamin

M. Schiavo

R. linken

Y. Johnson

E. Adamo

P. Lapow

Schettino

A. Strauss

B. Shutz

K. Gilroy

G. Beyerle

S. Verger

P. Matthews

ii. 1ums

11.'3Clllllmer

m:-macrocn

unmnez

J. IVltCIDJey

A. Prmce

8. Wetzler

E. Ribnick

A. Meriela

P. Bronzino

R. Stollen

J. Cienecki

,ancone

n. weam,r

8. Klaus

D. Columbus

J. Rotunda

K. Babitsky

J. Degnan

F. Palaia

J. Sanders

H. Arlequin

Ponder

V. Merlo

P. Zurka

P. Kubinak

F. Burns

A. Rodriguez

G. Blaskewicz

L. Palma

E. Moritz

M. Ferraro

R. Stanzione

I. Tamargo

0 . Bartow

N. Wadell

W. Burris

G. Marquez

D. Charles

L. Boeglen

N. Carella

P. Motzenbeder

W. Kolodziej

H. Cooke

D. Arminio

Mados

K. Nakashia n

H. Mahon

J. Bonavita

J. McEldowney W. C. Eggimann

I. Siegel

S. Wirth

R. Stasiak

J. Lodato

J. Cioban

P. Ippolito

M. Petrick

D. Yakencheck

N. Kowalski

H. Cattle

M. Cleary

M. Morrow

0. Waxton

G. Taylor

E. Murphy

K. Frewald

G. Laughinghouse

A. Kungl

D. Paradiso

S. Band

G. Carter

C. Schoeffler

0. Costello

J. LeCalvez

S. Halpern

N. Bazaz

F. Rapacki

M. Lavin

E. A. Eng

A.

M. Parisi

ABORTION ,
pregnanc i es up to 12
weeks t e rmina t ed from

Classified Ads
King size water mattress $39 ppd . Finest quality . Guaranteed.
Manufacturer seeks local distributor. Contact Steve Boone,
Indust rial F abrics, Inc., 735 South F idalgo Street , Seattle, Wash.
98 108. Tel. 206-736-89 11

* * *

PHYSICIANS REFERRAL

We know we c ■ n help you . even if
It's ju1t to talk to someone.

$175.00
includ ing doctors fees , labora•
tory tes t s, all medication &
referral fee . Hospital and Hos•
pital affil iated cl inics only. Safe,
Confidential, Immediate.
call

(212) 838-0710
24 hours - 7 days
Woman's Aid & Guidance Group
40 E. 54th St. N.Y. N.Y. 10022

G. Decarolis

M.Soil

COFFEE HOUSE
'50's ROCK REVIVAL
Friday Aprll 23
Music by Buddy Holly, Bill Halley & the Comets, Dion
& the Bellmonts, Crickets and others.
Bring your comb, grease, leather, etc.
Knee socks and short shorts Welcome.

Dalmation puppies, reasonable. Phone Dr. Phyllis Kavett,
4 3 1-2 152 or write c/o Sec. Ed. Dept.

ABORTION

can be less costl y than you may
think, and pregnancies of up to
12 weeks can be terminated for

D. Klatt .

M. Dosch

$175.00

Medi cation, Lab Tests
Doct ors fees i ncluded
Hospit al & Hospital
aff iliat ed clinics.
(212) TR 7-8803
24 hours-7 days

. HaKr

?PR EGNANT?

* * *
Paid math and reading tutors needed for elementary, Jr. and Sr.
. high school students. Must have own transportation and live in
general area of Westfield. Call between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m .
233-61 2 1 Eleronix Learning Center, 22 1 Lenox Ave. Westfield ,

NJ . .

*

* *

Wanted - fulltime bookkeeper fo r Linden accountant. Must
drive. Call Wm. Gilfrod 925-0023

...

..,...

Test yourself in your ho me. Accurate-resu lts in 10
minutes 2 tests per kit. Prompt delivery.
Send cash, check, or money order ...
$5.95/kit + .55 handling

Be Sure Products, Inc.
Dept. A3

375 Sylvan Ave.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

~

.
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Lacrosse Team
Picks Up Tvvo

Squires Drop Two
By Bob Leblein
Newark State lost its first
game, bowing to Glassboro _S-2. ·
Glassboro grabbed a 3-0 lead by
scoring inning off loser Roger

Schreiner. Newark State closed
the ·score to 3-2 when with two
outs and the bases loaded; in 5th
inning, Charlie Robbins singled to
right. The game remained this way

Chi Wins
the fust perfonners, sang their
the tune of "Mickey Mouse" (as sorority song, "Kappa Epsilon"
in Donald Duck). The song poked and "Let There Be Peace on
fun at various campus institutions, Earth." The sisters wore paisley
including the fraternities, the flowered Victorian gowns. Nu
Snack
Bar and the Theta Chi, in white Gibson gowns,
INDEPENDENT.
entertained with a "Rain Medley"
The Sisters of Kappa Epsilon, and "On a Wonderful Day like
Today."
Weiss
Wearing striped red and white
(Continued from Page 2)
pants with alternating red and
gradually into the school system
white blouses, the sisters of Sigma
- "it must be done carefully; the
Beta Chi chose a medley of tunes
program could be ruined if
from "Brazil 66" and " This Girl's
entered into too hastily ." Dr.
In Love with You."
Weiss suggested offering one
"Here, There and Everywhere"
course on the UWW level and
was the first selection sung by Nu
experiment with it. The program
Sigma Tau. The sisters, dressed in
could them be greatly expanded.
blue pant suits, trimmed with red ,
"The total society is a learning
white and, blue sang, " Gotta Lotta
society. One learns from birth to
Livin' to Do" for their second
death. In a society that is
selection.
changing, we must continually
Chi Delta, attired in hot-pink
upgrade ourselves to remain
pant suits, offered a medley of
relevant ," Dr. Weiss contends. The
Burt Bacharack songs and also
Open University may be one way
"Last Night I Had the Strangest
to achieve this goal.
Dream·."
Deep teal blue Victorian gowns
were the outfits of Omega Sigma
Psi. Utilizing chorus girl
techniques, the sisters entertained
the nine hundred viewers with
WANTED:
"Big
Yellow Taxi" and a "Medley
RIDE TO WASH. D.C.
For the YourutaLHe.:irt"
(Continued from Page 3)

classified

WILL SHARE EXPENSES
CALL GAIL: 679-8754

......

ANY STUDENT WITH ART
WORK TO DISPLAY IN THE
ART EXHIBIT IN LIBRARY
LOBBY YOU MAY LEAVE
YOUR NAME AND PHONE
N U M B E R A. T
T HE
INFORMATION AND
SERVICE DESK
IN
STUDENT CENTER.

Termpapers Unlimited
2 Sylvan Street
Rutherford, New Jersey
933-6117
Professionally researched,
written, and typed termpapers.
"We give results"

Join

Your Own Thing
(Co ntinued from Page 2)

Finally much to Orson' s joy and
Olivia's bewilderment Vilioa· rips
off her shirt and reveals her true
sex. Sebastian walks in at that
moment (much to Olivia's relief) ,
brother and sister embrace , and
the mess is straightened out. The
play ends with the two sets of
lovers united .
As far as I was concerned the
play was a complete success. The
plot was wildly funny and the
music and singing voices of the
players were delightful. The whole
play was performed with one
setting , and there was no
intermission. The play moved fast
and there was never a dull
moment or a dragged out scene.

''All
notices

The Big Spenders

COLLEGE CENTER
BOARD ELECTIONS
FOR ALL POSTIONS
Executive Board and
Committee Chairmen
Apply by April 13th in the
Student Activities Office

by
Betty

Independent"

with Roger Schreiner pitching a
great game until Glassboro
touched him for 2 more unearned
runs in the eighth. The final score
does not indicate the closeness of
this contest." If this pitching keeps
going the way it is and the hitting
comes to life, these close ones will
go the other way.
Last Friday in another
well-played contest, the Squires
dropped a 4-1 decision to
M on t cl air and the excellent
pitching of Ken Inglis who struck
out 13 batters. With Montclair
leading 1-0, the Indians scored 3
unearned runs off Pat Geroni to
take a 4-0 lead after 8 innings.
Newark State scored a run in the
9th when Lou Ferrante singled
home Charlie Robbins who had
singled. The Joss ran the Squires
record to 1-2. Montclair who were
1-6 down South showed nothing
but good pitching.

,

east coast. Stevens jumped to . an
early 5-1 lead with Newark only
goal coming from Natowel. In the
second quarter, Stevens scored 3
more goals to take a commanding
8-1 lead. In the third quarter, the
Squires looked like a different
team. On the opening face-off,
Bob Giordano scooped the ball, ·
raced down the field and scored.
Minutes later , Giordano picked up
a loose ball and scored again. The
score was now 8-3 and the Squires ·
were moving. As the defense
checked the Stevens offense, Bob
Della Pia and Ron Stone clicked
for the Squires and narrowed the
gap to three. But the Squires were
no match for the strong Stevens
club who scored twice more to
This is what the people in the win the game l 0-5.
Menta l Hygi e n e Clinic at
In the t hird scrimmage ,
Elizabeth General Hospital need. Newark State played their finest
Emotionally disturbed children , game to date. They played Pingry
people with drug problems and which has a very strong lacrosse
the elderly are the people asking team . John Mcfadden scored the
for your help. These people are on first goal of the game to put
the way out of the hospital and Newark ahead 1-0. Pingry rallied
need to talk , play games, or give once to tie it up , but then the
encouragement to anything to clod quad broke loose . Jeff Miller
relieve the boredom which could made a fine play on an assist fro m
lead to a relapse or a further Mike Natale who also assisted
problem.
Mcfadden. Mcfadd en scored again
Anyone interested in working and Newark led 3-2 at halftime.
in the clinic would receive an The defense was led by Mike
orientation and suggestion s in Clea1y , Harold Gray and Dennis
ATTENTION , ALL GIRLS!!!
working with the patients. The McGarrity. Again Gary Pieretti
W RA is sponsoring an students would be working in the played a strong game in the goal.
independent girl's intramural dayroom of the clinic. Help is The second half ended in a tie, 4-4
U n..v-lo ,•• _ ......,.-c..,uh t.ln;,.L. ~ ~ :- 1.•softball program . The activit will n.e..e..Jia.d p
-afternoon . It is open to afl Tuesday afternoon in an Arts and and Della Pia scored for Newark
and Pingry scored only once and
sororities, clubs and groups Crafts class.
It
could
be
a
challenging
and
Newark
won 6-5. With the fine
regardless of skill level. To be
exciting
experience.
You
can
showingin
the third scrimmage,
eligible to play each team must
have a manager , name, and at least never predict who you will be Newark is now looking forward to
12 girls. All interested teams are working with ; an emotionally their season opener this week.
to submit their name, manager, disturbed child, an old lady , or a
and a means to contact the junkie . It is a tremendous
manager to the Women' s Physical opportunity for people interested
Education Department, Miss in social work , special ed .,
Stulb , no later than April 21. This education of the emotionally
tournament's success is up to you! disturbed or just someone who
cares. These people desperately
need your help. It's about time
people stopped bitching about
problems and tried to help . If this
interests you , contact S.C.A.T.E.,
if it doesn't , there's a good bet
that we have something that will.
By Bill Stark

The Newark State Lacrosse
team had three scrimmages this
past week. The first was against
Clifton H.S. and the Squires won
5-1. The offense was led by John
McFadden, Mike Natale, and Ron
Stone. Gary Pieretti played his
usual strong game in the goal.
The second scrimmage was
against Steven's Tech's varsity
team which is one of the more
established lacrosse teams on the

Play Games

And Rap

Women's

Softball Tourney
Coming Soon

Tennis Team
Muffs It

The Squires Tennis Team
dropped a 8-1 decision to
Montclair State College away on
last Friday. A bright spot for
Newark was Freshman Glenn
Martin so n . Glenn , Newark's
Number 1 singles man, defeated
John Donleycott, Montclair's
finest, 7-5, 4-6 , 6-4. The rest of
the Newark team was shut out by
the powerful Montclair team.

Bowling

Golf News
By Bob Leblein

The Newark State golf team
under the leadership of 2nd year
coach Bob Cullen have begun
their season with three successive
victories. In the opening match an
18-0 victory over Stevens, the
Squires were led by Mark Tasy
who was the medalist. Mark shot a
76 for 18 holes.

With one week to go the
Newark State bowling team sh ot
very strong in sweeping three
games. Led by Ed Janesko 235 , I ~
212,2 01 - 648 ; Scott Walker 232
608 ; and Captain Larry
Langlois 231 - 597. The team
will finish in two weeks and a
great improvement over last year's
record gives encouragement for
next season . The team will finish •
above 500 and with the whole
team returning from a successful
campaign this season, next year is
encouraging.

ABORTION AID

~

The Council on Abortion

Research & Education (NonProf it) provides free information and referral assistance
regarding lecJal abortion_.
limited financial aid is also
available. Inquiries are
completely confidentialJ
Call:
.
(212) 682-6856

YOU'RE NOT
ALONE. SOMEONE
DOES CARE.
U nwa n ted p regna ncy is a lo nely
pro pos i tio n. Making .
arrange m ents o n yo ur o wn fo r
a legal abo rt io n ca n be extrem ely
d ifficult, i f no t impossible ,
especi all y if yo u live o ut of N ew
Yo rk . Now th ere is so m ewh ere
to turn fo r und ers tandin g and
assis tan ce . We cut th ro ugh all
th e frust ratin g red tape t o get yo u
taken ca re o f as q ui ckly as
possi bl e. W e make all th e
arran gem ents fo r yo u in advan ce
w i th an accredited clinic o r
hospital, staffed by Bo ard
Certified gyne<!ol o gi sts and
mature, exp eril!nq:d co un se lo rs
wh o will guid e l'q.lJ thro ugh th is
d i ffi cult peri od w i th co m passio n
and se nsi tivity. Let us show you
that so m eo ne do es care.
Fo r an app ointm ent , ca // :

(212)

832-1044

_CfNJRAL Ass1s1ANCf RmRRAL pcHANGf
Suite 316 , 527 Lexington Ave nu e
New York, N . Y.
Th ere is a lee for our se rvi ces.

fE

DATE
THURSDAY, APRIL 8th
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
1:00-3:00
1:40 p.m.
4:00-6:00
7: 0Q-'.-8: 00
8:00--12:00
8:00 p.m.

l~I DEP E~I DEf'l·r

I

EVENT

PLACE

All Day Blood Bank
Free University Class
Reader's Theatre
Group Experience: Free University
Free U: Poetry Workshop
Coffee House
Town & Gown Lecture Series:
Mayor F. Edward B iertuempfel
Admission : $1.00

TV Lounge
Alumni Lounge
W101
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room
Hex Room
Little Theatre

Z1114NT·

1osBr
Ou,r.,

*SATURDAY, APRIL 17th
TPA
7:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Folk/Rock Concert Featuring
"Livingst on Taylor and J.F. Murphy & Salt
Admission : $3.50 per show

c.c.b. presents

. .......

-

1
HORR~LF~kUif~1~~!\l
11

19th- 11 HOUSE OF WAX"&. THE
PIT AND THE PENDULU)("
'20th- "1 WAS A TEENAGE WER

woll!'"

S7op.
W1~l

SPRING RECESS

Friday, April 9th - Sunday, April 18th

·1'
I•

TEffl;.
- AGE FRANKENSTEIN"
&. "1 WAS A

21st- nTHE1'
&-·ttTffiE

- 'BL()_B"
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